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Why read this?

This note is a practical guide for lawyers (in-house and in private practice), procurement and
sustainability professionals, directors and company officers on how to:

1. reflect just transition considerations in legal documents to ensure that the transition to a
decarbonised economy is just and the burden of responding to the climate crisis is not
placed onto those least able to bear it; and

2. align climate transition plans (CTPs) and actions with just transition principles.

The note briefly introduces the concept and meaning of just transition, the relevant legislative
background and some of the key just transition risks that organisations and their counsel need
to consider. For further detail on these topics, please review the references in further reading.

Delivering impact

To engage meaningfully with the just transition issues covered in this note, think about the
precise impact of your client s̓/ organisation's operations, CTP and climate risk management
plans as well as consulting those likely to be impacted by them.

Effective consultation means that plans might need to be changed to take account of the
consultation responses received. A checkbox approach will not avoid the risks of an unjust
transition outlined below or adequately protect, support or compensate those impacted.

Related TCLP resources

This note accompanies revisions that embed just transition considerations into The Chancery
Lane Project s̓ (TCLP) net zero dashboard and net zero dra�ing checklist and other just
transition tools available on the just transition resources page of our website.

What is a just transition?

While there are differing views and no widely held consensus on the meaning of a just
transition, it is acknowledged that those bearing the brunt of a transition away from
emission-intensive activities tend to be disproportionately made up of local communities and
groups of workers from lower socio-economic backgrounds who typically lack a voice in the
relevant decision-making processes.

For the transition to be just, it is vital that corporate entities, governments and other
stakeholders (who are generally removed from the immediate negative consequences of the
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shi� to a decarbonised economy) take active and ongoing steps to empower these communities
and groups,  protect them from injustice and offer them inclusive development opportunities.

This note is written on the basis that a just transition means the shi� to a decarbonised and
climate resilient global economy in a manner that is fair, equitable and inclusive for all. It
includes creating decent work, facilitating social inclusion and aiming to eradicate poverty and
the systemic causes of it. The shi� to a decarbonised economy should not compound current
disparities between the economic prospects of different groups.

Regulatory and legislative background

The concept of a just transition originated in the trade union movement and evolved as a wider
concept through the following international frameworks:

● The Paris Agreement (see the preamble and Articles 2.2 and 4.1);
● The International Labour Organisation (ILO) Guidelines for a Just Transition;
● The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs);

○ The SDGs include several goals relevant to justice in transition. These can help to
understand intended and unintended consequences of climate change efforts.
Combating climate change (SDG 13) can reinforce or undermine efforts to achieve
other SDGs;

● The Just Transition Declaration of the 2021 UN Climate Change Conference in Glasgow,
which called for inclusive climate change mitigation and adaptation in the transition to a
net zero future; and

● the COP26 - Glasgow Climate Pact (see in particular, Decision 1 (paras 32, 36, 85) and
Decision 4 (para 6(b)).

Other key frameworks that support just transition principles include:

● ILO s̓ Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social
Policy;

● OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises; and
● UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

How does just transition impact lawyers and their clients?

Just transition principles underscore each pillar of corporate sustainability: Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG).

For businesses, it involves transitioning to decarbonised and resilient practices and operations
based on robust social dialogue and engagement with the participation of partners,  impacted
communities, and other stakeholders across the value chain.
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To achieve a just transition, organisations need to reduce GHG emissions and adapt their
activities in a way that:
● retains and improves employment and benefits workers and local communities (Social);
● minimises disruption from climate impacts and the climate transition on the environment,

biodiversity and communities (Environmental and Social);
● does not prevent short-term economic growth in developing countries (Social and

Governance); and
● consults and takes into account the views of impacted workers, communities and other

stakeholders (Social and Governance).

Risks of an unjust transition

Failing to integrate just transition issues into climate mitigation, adaptation and risk
management strategies and measures exposes businesses and communities to risk. We signpost
some of the key risks below:

● Legal risks, including breaches of labour law and human rights violations (e.g. slavery,
health and safety, the rights of local and Indigenous communities, gender issues, work
conditions etc.) and related lawsuits, or other climate-related lawsuits.

● Regulatory risks, including penalties for companies that fail to comply with new
regulations and requirements relating to climate mitigation and adaptation.

● Labour risks, from failing to (a) improve worker recruitment and retention or (b) plan for
workforce transition by appropriately retraining and reskilling/ upskilling employees.
These risks include irresponsible exits, redundancies, ʻstrandedʼ workers1, skilled labour
shortages, reduced productivity, worker disillusionment, strikes and/ or civil unrest (e.g.
Gilets Jaunes movement, Dutch farmer protests). Failing to consider vulnerable groups
(such as women) will further exacerbate the disproportionate impacts of climate change on
such groups.

● Operational risks, from extreme weather events, heat stress and other climate hazards that
disproportionately affect workers from lower socio-economic backgrounds who may be
working outside or in industrial conditions that may exacerbate these hazards.

● Market and economic risks, arising from the failure to adapt  - or future-proof - a business
against market shi�s towards zero-carbon industries. Some of the key market and economic
risks include increased operating costs, reduced competitive edge, jeopardising market
share, losing workforce and reduced productivity.

1 Stranded workers include workers (i) trained for industries and sectors that become redundant in a
decarbonised economy; or (ii) that live in regions that will no longer offer employment opportunities
owing to the impact of climate change or the transition to a decarbonised economy.
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● Reputational risks, arising from the failure to act in accordance with just transition
principles. The risks include poor labour practices and culture, a lack of transition
planning, a lack of constructive and fair consultation with workers and stakeholders that in
turn affects recruitment and employee retention (amongst other risks). In addition,
reputational risk for the brand and its ability to attract investment and advertising. Failing
to act on just transition considerations also exposes organisations to the risk of allegations
that they have contributed to social inequality and conflict. It can also pose a threat to a
company s̓ social licence (i.e. the legitimacy and social acceptance of a company and their
activities).

● Financial risks, including shareholder dissent, loss of investment, loss of business partners
and customers, increased operating costs, potential fines, litigation costs (from, for
example, communities affected by the company s̓ impact on the climate) and increased
costs of capital (if ESG practices do not align with those accepted by mainstream lenders).
Communities in less developed economies and in economies that are most dependent on
fossil fuels are likely to be worst affected by the impact of an accelerated energy transition
on GDP. This will lead to poverty, destitution, and homelessness for many if preventative
action is not taken.

Businesses must consider just transition issues and robust social dialogue for ʻgreenʼ projects to
avoid maladaptation and exposure to the risks above. The risks above apply even where the
project in question is considered ʻgreen.̓

Just transition in commercial contracts and climate strategies

The rest of this note is split into two tables that take organisations and their counsel through the
practical steps and considerations they must bear in mind when reflecting just transition
principles in corporate CTPs, and common legal documents and contracts.

We illustrate the practical operation of the just transition principles covered in the tables with
two fictional example scenarios (see below). The examples are italicised in the tables.

The tables also refer to TCLP climate clauses that demonstrate just transition principles dra�ed
into operative contract clauses. Adapting the wording of these clauses for legal documents and
contracts immediately operationalises just transition principles in practice.
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Fictional scenarios 1 2

Company name JT Fashion Ltd (JT Fashion) Equitable Builders Ltd (Equitable
Builders)

Company type Garment manufacturer Construction

Geographical
footprint

● Factories in Bangladesh
● International supply chain
● Exports garments for retail in its

stores in Europe and the US

Hull, UK

Climate goals Has set a goal to reach net zero by
2050, including adaptation measures
to protect its business from unique
climate-risks facing their operations
and supply chains.

Decarbonising its supply chain.

Has set a goal to:
● reach net zero by 2045; and
● transition to a timber frame and

sustainable materials building
model (away from carbon-intensive
materials like steel).

Adopting circular economy principles.
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Table 1 - In-house lawyers, board members, sustainability professionals

Table 1 is divided into three sections. Review all of Table 1 for a comprehensive overview or only the section(s) relevant to you. The sections are:

1.1 Governance
1.2 Human resources & employment
1.3 Core business (e.g. product, procurement and sales teams)

1.1 Governance

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP clauses

Transition
planning

Planning or
implementing net
zero targets in a CTP

Key roles
● Directors
● In-house counsel
● Climate/ net zero

consultants

Key documents
● CTP

Board level actions (encouraged by shareholder pressure/ demands)

Audit/ review
● Assess the social dimension of operations, CTP, climate risk management and climate

change in accordance with TCFD and ClimateAction100+ recommendations.

● Are CTPs aligned with the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights?

● How will the CTP, climate risk management and climate change affect stakeholders
including employees, value chain partners, their workers and communities impacted by
business activities?

● Do climate risks disproportionately affect some stakeholders more than others? Identify
the most vulnerable groups among these stakeholders. Example:

JT Fashionʼs worker communities in Bangladesh are likely to be impacted by flooding and
significant temperature rises. A gender assessment will examine if women in those groups are

[Javier s̓ Clause]
Stakeholder Company
Climate Questionnaire

[Jeddas̓ Clause]
Indigenous/ Local
Knowledge in Board
Director Appointments
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP clauses

disproportionately affected. The company needs to:
(a) support those workers and communities as it transitions to net zero by changing business

practices to reduce GHG emissions and adapting to climate risks; and
(b) consider adjusting its demands on suppliers to take account of the effect of climate risks on

suppliers and their workers (e.g. staggering orders or extending delivery/performance
deadlines to respond to periods of heavy rainfall or flooding).

● When decarbonising supply chains, avoid the risk of maladaptation by ensuring that the
climate action or project does not introduce human or labour rights concerns, worsen
working conditions or lack social dialogue. Tackling the E in ESG must not introduce
problems to the S of ESG. Human rights risk assessments can help to gauge the impact of
the CTP and potential mitigation and adaptation measures.

Consult stakeholders
● Engage with key stakeholders at all levels and key stages of the development of the CTP

(including with employees, value chain partners, customers, and groups or communities
affected by the CTP (including those indirectly affected)).

● Ensure there are robust processes for that feedback to result in action that supports those
stakeholders.

Implementation
● Implement measures that tackle inequalities due to geography, gender, race or class

caused by climate transition planning or operations in relation to the value chain.

● Appoint ʻlived experienceʼ leaders from relevant communities as board members (of the
main board or an advisory or supervisory board).

● Provide ongoing support to these board members to enable them to participate
meaningfully.
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP clauses

● What amounts to ʻlived experienceʼ will vary across geographies and contexts and local
criteria may be needed to define what this means.

● Consider setting up special voting shares for certain impacted groups to enable these
groups to have a say in significant climate transition planning decisions.

● Incorporate measures to mitigate or remedy the effects of social injustice in any
transition-related restructuring (including mergers and acquisitions, capital expenditure,
expansion plans, downsizing, closures).

● Invest in retraining and upskilling programmes for employees (e.g. ShareActions̓
Workforce Disclosure Initiative and CalPERSʼ Responsible Contractor Program). See
1.2 Human resources & employment of Table 1.

Corporate
reporting

Reviewing and
reporting on
existing company
operations

Key roles
● Directors
● Shareholders
● In-house counsel
● Corporate lawyers
● Climate/ net zero

consultants

Key documents
● Annual report
● Social impact

report

● Include social, human rights and employment risks and impacts in climate-related
disclosures (e.g. in accordance with TCFD and ClimateAction100+).

● Detail how you will address them.

[Ragnar s̓ Clause] Green
Company Articles

[Annas̓ Clause]
Climate-Related
Disclosure in Loans
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1.2 Human resources & employment

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Transition
planning

Workforce
transition planning
in decarbonisation,
climate risk and
management
strategies

Key roles
● Directors
● Human resources
● Operations teams
● Workers/

employees
● Unions
● Employment

lawyers

Key documents
● CTP
● Employment

documents
● HR policies
● Framework

agreements with
unions

Mitigation
● In decarbonising your business, consider the impacts of the transition on your (and your

suppliersʼ) workforce and whether they need retraining for retention or support to find
alternative employment. Example:

If Equitable Builders moves away from high carbon steel framed buildings to timber framed
buildings, can they retrain workers skilled in steel working to use timber?

● Engage with employees and supplier workforces on the impacts of the CTP and how any
negative impact can be mitigated.

Adaptation
● Consider the impact on your (and your suppliers') workforce and impacted communities of

corporate adaptation measures in CTPs (e.g  relocating premises or changing suppliers).  In
particular, consider how climate- and transition-related risks and opportunities impact:
○ the quantity and quality of work, and associated labour demands;
○ wages, benefits, severance, and pensions;
○ occupational safety and health;
○ non-discrimination at work;
○ worker representation and the role of unions and grassroots organisations.

● To support these stakeholders throughout the transition, introduce:
○ safeguards to allow employees to unionise should they wish to do so;
○ employee and union consultation on corporate climate risk management and

transition plans;
○ framework agreements with unions for workforce transition;
○ direct and meaningful engagement with communities and other stakeholders impacted

by company operations, transition plans and climate change, including any

[Elliot s̓ Handbook] Net
Zero Culture
Employment Handbook

[Athenas̓ Clause]
Employee Climate
Engagement Provisions
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

compensation. Avoid token gestures and ensure solutions are practical and relevant to
the affected communities;

○ targeted measures to support women, young people and other vulnerable groups
facing compounded inequalities and discrimination due to their personal
characteristics;

○ grievance redress mechanisms for impacted employees in employment documentation
(i.e. employment contract, employee handbook, company policies etc).

● Consider how the company can support employee rights during the transition or use
available government support. Does it have resources to pay pensions, invest in retraining
or provide compensation for job losses? If not, consider:
○ setting aside a budget to provide support;
○ identifying and signposting government or NGO schemes which can provide this

support; and
○ partnering with other suitable organisations to provide support.

● Retraining programmes for employees and supply chain workers whose jobs are impacted
by the transition. Example:

As part of its CTP, JT Fashion must consider the most appropriate, long-term location for
operations given the high risk of flooding and extreme temperatures in Bangladesh.

In addressing climate risks to the business, it is important that JT Fashion does not increase the
climate risks to employees and supply chain workers in these locations who will already be facing
the physical impacts of climate change.

Losing employment will worsen the impact of climate change on those people. If relocating
premises, JT Fashion must consider how to support the workers le� behind, e.g. helping them find
alternative employment, investing in retraining programmes and paying compensation.
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1.3 Core business (e.g. product, procurement and sales teams)

Commercial
Context

Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Using climate
clauses in Due
Diligence
Questionnaires
(DDQs) and
commercial
contracts

Key roles
● In-house legal

teams
● Directors
● Product teams
● Procurement

teams
● Sales teams

Key activities
● Supply chain

management
● Corporate

transactions
including mergers
and acquisitions

● Investments
● Procurement

(including built
environment, IT)

Key documents
● DDQs
● Supply contracts

Audit/ review
● See the corporate governance transition planning 1.1 Governance of Table 1 above.

● When reviewing and retrofitting existing DDQs and contracts to deliver organisational net
zero targets, consider the impact of dra�ing on contract counterparties (e.g. supply chain
partners), their workforce and wider communities.

Consult stakeholders
● Consult business partners on the potential social consequences of changes to contracts or

business practices as part of the transition to net zero. Example:

JT Fashion must consult with supply chain partners before amending its supply chain contracts to
impose climate mitigation on them. It may need to support their partners (financially or with
training) to reduce their GHG emissions.

Legal documents
● Due diligence questionnaires

○ When introducing due diligence questions (on GHG emissions, climate risk,
sustainability or decarbonisation), also include questions on human rights, labour
rights, equity and social justice throughout the value chain. An open-ended ʻsweeperʼ
question will also help to obtain the relevant data.

○ Align due diligence and disclosure with the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, and the ILO s̓

[Lola & Harry s̓ DDQ]
Climate Change Due
Diligence
Questionnaire

[Raphael s̓ Procurement
DDQ] Climate Change
Due Diligence
Questionnaire for
Suppliers

[Gordons̓ DDQ] Capital
Markets ESG Due
Diligence
Questionnaire

[Ayshe s̓ Clause]
Transparent Sourcing
of Greener, Fairer
Renewable Energy

[Matildas̓ Annex] The
Net Zero Standard for
Suppliers
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Commercial
Context

Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

● Sale contracts Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social
Policy2.

○ When conducting due diligence, take positive steps to understand the local context
within which a supplier is operating, including any legacy issues and disputes.

● Contract clauses
○ Consider the partiesʼ respective resources and check that new contractual obligations

to mitigate GHG emissions are not unreasonable or unachievable.

○ Consider using a ratchet mechanism, stretch targets or a points system to incentivise
sustained improvements over time.

○ Ensure that the way contracts are written does not disproportionately shi� the burden
of responsibility for climate mitigation to contract parties less equipped to bear it (e.g.
to SMEs or stakeholders in the global south and developing countries).

○ Where possible share the contractual burden (and benefit) of GHG emissions
reductions (or other climate goals) between parties.

○ Include ambitious but measurable and realistic contractual objectives for climate
mitigation, with mechanisms to raise climate ambition. Discuss with contract partners
what is realistic and the ambition they can work towards.

○ Where needed, provide financial, training or technical support to supply chain
partners and stakeholders, especially those lacking adequate technical or financial
capacity (such as SMEs or stakeholders in the global south and developing countries).

2 This is in accordance with Principle 5 of the COP26 Just Transition Declaration on supporting the conditions for a just transition internationally
which urges businesses to ensure that their supply chains are free of human rights abuses, including through carrying out corporate due
diligence in this manner.
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Commercial
Context

Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Alternatively, consider models to provide funds or incentivise supply chain partners to
undertake measures themselves. Failure to provide support can result in significant
reputational damage (see the reputational risks section of Risks of an unjust transition
above).

○ Provide counterparties with operations in high risk countries with:
○ Adaptation support (e.g. disaster risk help, financial or otherwise).
○ Flexibility within contractual obligations so that they may deal with the impacts of

climate risks in a way that respects human rights without being penalised.

Implement
● Make due diligence and disclosure an effective ongoing process to take account of the

changing circumstances of business partners and their workforce due to the impacts of
climate change and climate transition plans over time. Example:

JT Fashion must ensure that changes to supply chain partners or affected communities caused by
the impact of climate change or climate transition planning are captured regularly and backed up
via audits and other independent data.
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Table 2 - Lawyers in private practice

Table 2 divides into six legal practice areas. Review all of Table 2 for a comprehensive overview or select the practice area(s) relevant to you. The legal
practice areas are:

2.1 Corporate
2.2 Finance/ investments
2.3 Insurance
2.4 Employment
2.5 Supply chain
2.6 Built Environment / Projects / Construction

2.1 Corporate

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Restructuring

Restructuring,
divesting assets,
insolvency, winding
up.

Key documents
● Board resolutions

and minutes
● Shareholders

agreements
● Asset purchase

agreements

Context
● As part of their CTPs, companies may need to restructure or divest certain assets or

sections of the business. Companies that cannot adapt may ultimately need to wind up or
declare insolvency. Corporate lawyers advising on these procedures need to consider and
address any unintended social or human consequences in the associated legal documents.

Audit/ review
● Address social justice in any transition-related restructuring (including mergers and

acquisitions, capital expenditure, expansion plans, downsizing, closures).

● When reviewing clientsʼ assets and business sections and deciding which to sell or divest as
part of a CTP, analyse the impact on all types of worker who may lose their jobs or find
themselves needing to retrain in a new skill. Different categories of workers may be
affected differently. For example, older workers may find it harder to acquire new skills.
Consider how these workers can be appropriately supported through the restructuring

[Darcy s̓ Board Minutes]
Board Minutes:
Consideration of
Climate Change Factors

[Griff s̓ Clause]
Template Board Paper
for Significant
Contracts/ Transactions

[Avas̓ Clause] Green
Shareholdersʼ
Agreement (Short Form
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

process (e.g. financially, retraining, technical support, consultations).

Consult
● Advise clients to consult employees and workers affected by any transition-related

restructuring and ensure that agreed solutions are incorporated into the relevant legal
documents and financial arrangements.

Implement
● Advise company directors to table board resolutions directly addressing the social justice

and human consequences of any restructuring, asset sale or divestment as part of its CTP.

● Advise clients to set aside a proportion of the proceeds of any asset sale to compensate or
otherwise support workers negatively impacted by the company s̓ CTP or climate change
itself (e.g. through retraining programmes). Facilitate and prepare the finance documents
required for this.

● Example 1: As part of its efforts to decarbonise its supply chain and source materials locally, JT
Fashion decides to sell one of its factory in Bangladesh. JT Fashionʼs lawyers must consider and
advise on ways to support the workers and communities previously dependent on the factory and
embed these measures into all legal documents relating to the asset sale. Consult with employment
lawyers if applicable.

● Example 2: Equitable Builders decides to sell one of its subsidiary companies, Strong Steel Ltd.

Even with robust plans to avoid, minimise and reduce GHG emissions, Strong Steelʼs business
operations are GHG-intensive and will overly rely on carbon offsets to reach net zero. (The use of
carbon offsets is coming under increasing scrutiny as a way of meeting corporate net zero targets).

The GHG emissions of Strong Steel Ltd are inconsistent with Equitable Buildersʼ net zero target
and transition plan. (Many commentators are questioning this approach as it risks the sale of
carbon intensive businesses to a buyer with no or less robust climate targets and plans and is likely

for SMEs)

[Dottie s̓ Clause]
Climate Purchase
Agreement and
Underwriting Sponsor
Warranties
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

to perpetrate a high-carbon business-as-usual approach.)

Equitable Buildersʼ lawyers will need to structure the deal so that Strong Steelʼs employees are not
stranded, either through financial compensation (e.g. from the proceeds of sale) or retraining
programmes to teach workers new skills.

Mergers &
Acquisitions (M&A)

Consolidating
companies or assets
through financial
transactions
including mergers,
acquisitions,
consolidations,
tender offers,
purchase of assets,
and management
acquisitions.

Key documents
● Bid proposals
● Due diligence

questionnaires and
reports

● Share purchase
agreements/ asset
purchase
agreements

● Finance
documents

● Board minutes and
resolutions

Audit/ review
● Raise just transition considerations relating to clientsʼ transition strategies for M&A,

investment, capital allocation and growth.

● Ensure clients consider social justice, human and labour rights, and equity alongside other
environmental, sustainability and commercial factors when considering a deal.

● Consider the social justice elements of clientsʼ climate transition-related deals. Is the client
acquiring a company or assets that add value from an environmental or sustainability
perspective (e.g. investing in solar panel or green hydrogen technology) but that may have
unintended social consequences (e.g. potential human rights and labour rights violations at
the source or extraction of materials)?

● Consider how the target company generates positive social outcomes from the transition
and mitigates potentially negative implications for employees, workers in the supply chain,
and communities?

● Example: To improve its energy independence and reduce scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions, Equitable
Builders decides to acquire a UK-based battery storage company that stores renewable electricity
for when renewable energy supply is low. Although the company is UK-based, Equitable Buildersʼ
lawyers will need to review (with the board) the target companyʼs due diligence disclosures for any
issues like human and labour rights violations when mining the raw metals for batteries overseas.

● Due diligence
○ Add questions about social justice, equity and human and labour rights alongside

[Evans̓ Protocols] Green
Transaction Execution
Protocols

[Lola and Harry s̓ DDQ]
Climate Change Due
Diligence
Questionnaire
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

environmental, climate risk, decarbonisation, and sustainability factors in DDQs.
○ Ensure due diligence reports capture any material just transition strengths and

weaknesses in the target company s̓ ESG performance (see Implement section below).
○ Encourage clients to obtain a separate additional due diligence report from specialist

advisors who can draw on external data sources.

Consult
● During due diligence or negotiation, consult directly or ask the target company to consult

its stakeholders on the potential acquisition and whether it will achieve a positive social
outcome.

Implement
● Structure any transition-related M&A in a way that does not undermine social justice or

workersʼ human rights and that reflects the outcomes from consultation. Where this is not
possible, take action to minimise negative outcomes.

2.2 Finance/ investments

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Equity finance Key documents
● Due diligence

questionnaires
and reports

● Disclosure
documents

● Prospectuses and
public offering

Audit/ review
● Raise just transition considerations relating to clientsʼ transition strategies that require

finance.

● Ensure clients consider social justice, human and labour rights, and equity alongside other
environmental, sustainability and commercial factors when considering financing
organisations.
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

documents
● Shareholder

agreements
● Share purchase

agreements

● Investors to consider if the deal is in line with their net zero and wider ESG requirements.

● Due diligence
○ Add questions about social justice, equity and human and labour rights alongside

environmental, climate risk, decarbonisation, and sustainability factors in DDQs.
○ Ensure due diligence reports capture any material just transition strengths and

weaknesses in the investee company s̓ ESG performance.

Implement
● Structure any transition-related financing in a way that does not undermine social justice or

workersʼ human rights.

● Implement schemes throughout the organisation to incentivise positive contributions.

● Deal documents must enable the shareholder to enforce their strategy or include relevant
governance structures for safeguarding.

Debt/ project
finance

Key documents
● Due diligence

questionnaires
and reports

● Disclosure
documents

● Facilities
agreements

● Project finance
agreements

Audit/ review
● Raise just transition considerations relating to clientsʼ transition strategies that require

finance.

● Ensure clients consider social justice, human and labour rights, and equity alongside other
environmental, sustainability and commercial factors when considering financing.

● Lenders to consider if the transaction is in line with their net zero and wider ESG
requirements.

● Due diligence
○ Add questions about social justice, equity and human and labour rights alongside

environmental, climate risk, decarbonisation, and sustainability factors in DDQs.
○ Ensure due diligence reports capture any material just transition strengths and

[Nozomi s̓ Clause] Net
Zero Convertible Loan
Note

[Casper s̓ Clause]
Sustainability-Linked
Loans

[Rose s̓ Clause] GHG
Emissions
Management Plans in
Infrastructure and
Construction Project
Finance
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

weaknesses in the borrower s̓ ESG performance.

Implement
● Structure any transition-related financing in a way that does not undermine social justice or

workersʼ human rights.

● Make the provision of finance conditional on disclosures relating to sustainability, social
impacts, human rights, labour rights and employment risks including employment
dislocation.

● Include social-related KPIs or other incentive schemes to ensure that lenders can influence
how sustainability, social impacts, human rights, labour rights and employment risks are
dealt with.

2.3 Insurance

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Advising on policy
wording or
coverage advice

Key documents
● Insurance policy

wording
(particularly
general liability
and public liability
policies)

● Legal advice on
coverage

Audit/ review
● When writing policy wording or giving coverage advice on liability for climate-related

harms, consider the impact of any refusal to insure or attempt to exclude liability for
climate harms on policyholders and third parties:
○ While protecting the insurer s̓ interests, it may not be equitable or just to withhold

coverage from vulnerable individuals or businesses, who may not have the resources to
prepare for climate related harms (e.g. with parametric policies) or adapt to
climate-related loss and damage.

○ Withholding coverage may also have a wider impact on communities impacted by
climate harms if coverage is not available to allow for recovery from events and
adaptation to climate harms.

[Connor s̓ Clause]
Exclusions from
Insurance Coverage for
Climate Harms

[Lovisas̓ Clause]
Climate-related
Knowledge Sharing
Between Insurer and
Insured
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Example: JT Fashion is renewing general liability and public liability cover for one of its factories
in Bangladesh. Due to increased flooding incidents over the last few years in the locality, JT
Fashionʼs insurer (Insurance Re) is considering withholding cover. Insurance Reʼs lawyers need to
consider and fully inform Insurance Re of any human or social implications when advising on
coverage advice.

Consult
● When dra�ing policy wording, insurance lawyers must consult clients on their appetite for

flexible payout mechanisms to account for social justice considerations.

● When advising on coverage in the event of a climate-related claim, engage consultants to
fully investigate the extent of climate-related loss and damage not only on the environment
and economy, but also on the individuals, businesses and communities.

Implement
● Divide risk or cost of climate harms between insurer and insured in a just and equitable

manner. For example, dra� policy wording granting coverage for climate harms on the
condition that the insured takes reasonable steps to mitigate risk of climate harms (such as
investing in flood barriers or other protections).

● When advising insurance clients on climate-related coverage, address potential risks to
human rights and social justice.

● Advise clients to incorporate risks to human rights (e.g. right to a healthy environment) and
social justice as potential pay out triggers, as well as loss and damage to property or the
environment, for climate-related events.
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2.4 Employment

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Advising on
transition and
workforce planning

Key documents
● CTP
● Employment

contracts
● HR policies
● Framework

agreements with
unions

Review
● Review clientsʼ CTPs and identify any potential human rights, labour rights or

employment-related risks caused by the planned mitigation and adaptation actions, such as
relocating premises from vulnerable jurisdictions or changing suppliers.  Does your client s̓
(or its suppliersʼ) workforce require retraining or support to find alternative employment?

Example: If Equitable Builders moves away from high carbon steel framed buildings to timber
framed buildings, can they retrain workers skilled in steel working to use timber?

● Consider how climate- and transition-related risks and opportunities impact:
○ the quantity and quality of work, and associated labour demands;
○ the need for community consultation where CTPs involve relocation. This will affect

both communities that the company will exit as well as scoping new sites;
○ wages, benefits, severance, and pensions;
○ occupational safety and health of workers;
○ non-discrimination at the workplace (e.g. certain worker groups could be more

vulnerable in the new location due to their personal characteristics such as gender,
race, religion, sexuality, caste etc);

○ worker representation and the role of unions; and.
○ the risk of industrial action and/ or civil unrest.

● Review clientsʼ employment contracts to see how they affect the just transition impacts
identified by the bullets above.

Example: JT Fashionʼs workers and their communities in Bangladesh are likely to be impacted by

[Athenas̓ Clause]
Employee Climate
Engagement Provisions

[Scarlett s̓ Performance
Conditions]
Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG)
Based Performance
Conditions for
Employee Incentive
Awards

[Elliot s̓ Handbook] Net
Zero Culture
Employment
Handbook
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Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

flooding and significant temperature rises. As part of its CTP, JT Fashion will need to consider the
most appropriate, long-term location for operations given the high risk of flooding and extreme
temperatures in Bangladesh.

You could advise JT Fashion to support workers as it transitions to net zero by:
○ providing a climate emergency fund as part of its employment benefits package,
○ retraining staff that lose their jobs as a result of the companyʼs transition plans; and
○ including a climate transition grievance procedure into its HR processes.

Your advice could also cover compensation for affected communities.

Implement
● HR advice to clients in connection with their transition plans and actions could cover:

○ how your client can support employee rights during the transition or use available
government support. The support could include investing in retraining, helping them
find jobs in the company s̓ restructured business operations or providing compensation
for job losses;

○ the need for employee and union consultation and framework agreements on corporate
climate risk management and transition plans and workforce transition;

○ adding grievance redress mechanisms for impacted employees in employment
documentation; and

○ engagement with communities and stakeholders impacted by company operations or
transition plans, and climate change including any compensation.
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2.5 Supply chain

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take Relevant TCLP Clauses

Procurement/ due
diligence

Key documents
● Due diligence

questionnaires

Audit/ review
● Assess how climate change and the transition impacts a counterparty s̓ business, contracts,

the counterparty s̓ stakeholders and supply chain partners by including questions on human
rights, labour rights, equity and social justice throughout the value chain. If your client is
operating in a highly unequal context, take an enhanced approach to due diligence.

● Align due diligence and disclosure with the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises,
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, and the ILO s̓ Tripartite
Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy.3

Consult
● Consult stakeholders and (where appropriate) associated unions on the potential social

consequences of changes to contracts or business practices as part of the transition to net
zero.

● Example: JT Fashion needs to consult with supply chain partners before amending their supply
chain contracts to impose climate mitigation on them. They may need to support their partners
(financially or with training) to reduce their GHG emissions.

[Alex s̓ Clause] Circular
Economy Product
Design Obligation

[Raphael s̓
Procurement DDQ]
Climate Change Due
Diligence
Questionnaire for
Suppliers

Pre-contract stage Key documents
● Supply contracts

Legal dra�ing
● Consider how local and global stakeholders will be engaged in the transaction or contract.

Require counterparties to map the stakeholders that are affected by climate change and the
client s̓ CTP.

[Eddie s̓ Recitals]
Climate Recitals

3 This is in accordance with Principle 5 of the COP26 Just Transition Declaration on supporting the conditions for a just transition internationally
which urges businesses to ensure that their supply chains are free of human rights abuses, including through carrying out corporate due
diligence in this manner.
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● Consider where contractual obligations may support suppliersʼ or subcontractorsʼ
employees and communities impacted by the client s̓ CTP and climate action. For example,
the customer could provide adaptation support (e.g. disaster risk help, financial or
otherwise) to counterparties with operations in high risk countries.

● Require parties to actively consider the impact of supply chain changes on workers (see ABA
MCC project's concept of shared responsibility).

● When adding climate mitigation measures to contracts:
○ ensure the contract does not disproportionately shi� the burden of responsibility for

climate mitigation to contractual parties less equipped to bear it (e.g. SMEs or
stakeholders in the global south and developing countries);

○ where possible share the contractual burden (and benefit) of GHG emissions reductions
(or other climate goals) between parties;

○ include ambitious but measurable and realistic contractual objectives for climate
mitigation, with mechanisms to raise ambition. Discuss with contract partners what is
realistic and the ambition they can work towards; and

○ provide financial, training or technical support (e.g. to supply chain partners) if it is
needed.

Consult
● Consult suppliers on measures to mitigate or adapt to the effects of climate change and the

client s̓ CTP  in a way that benefits and makes them more sustainable, productive, and
resilient. Implement agreed measures once consultation is complete.

This extra analysis and climate action needs to be priced into the tender documents rather
than requested as a free value-add. Positive rewards can be offered for continued compliance
with these requests (e.g. a longer contract).

[Ming s̓ Clause] Target
Product Carbon
Footprint (Schedule for
Consumer Goods
Contracts)
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2.6 Built Environment/ projects/ construction

Context Relevant to Just transition issues to consider and steps to take4 Relevant TCLP Clauses

Land acquisition &
use

Key Roles
● Surveyors
● Landowners
● Local authority/

government
● Community

groups/
representatives

Key documents
● Due diligence

documents
● Searches

Where CTPs and mitigation or adaptation measures involve land acquisition, confirm that the
client has:
● carried out due diligence to ensure equity, transparency and accountability in the land

acquisition process. In particular, the due diligence process needs to verify that the land is
appropriately valued and that landowners and land users are appropriately compensated (if
applicable);

● implemented measures to avoid infringing human rights and legitimate tenure rights of
others;

● taken measures to avoid forced evictions; and
● assessed whether indigenous or cultural rights may be affected by the land acquisition and,

if so, taken steps to ensure free, prior and informed consent is given in line with the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People.

Planning Key Roles
● Developers
● Local authority/

government
● Community

groups/
representatives

Key documents
● Planning

● Take steps to link climate mitigation, adaptation, disaster resilience throughout the project
to locally-determined needs, drawing on the meaningful participation of local
stakeholders.

● Embed equity and non-discrimination in climate and resilience efforts to ensure even
marginalised or vulnerable members of the population are protected from harm.

● Work with relevant stakeholder groups and policymakers to develop and apply clear criteria
for ʻsustainable, accessible, affordable and resilient infrastructure ,̓ in line with SDG 9.1.

[Olivia s̓ Clause] Net
Zero Obligations in
FIDIC Engineering,
Procurement and
Construction (EPC)
Contracts

4 The information in this section is derived from the ʻGuiding Questionsʼ in the Framework for Dignity in the Built Environment | Institute for Human Rights and
Business.
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agreements ● Where possible, ensure that state-investor contracts for infrastructure development are
publicly disclosed and do not contain ʻstabilisationʼ clauses, which exempt the project from
future social and environmental regulations.

Construction Key Roles
● Construction

companies
● Contractors
● Suppliers
● Design consultants
● Developers
● Solicitors

Key documents
● Design and build

contracts
● Design consultant

appointments
● Traditional build

contracts

● As part of their CTP and adaptation measures, clients must ensure that their buildings are
resilient to potential climate-related and other disasters, including flooding, severe weather
events and earthquakes. They need to consider if adaptation and resilience measures (such
as floodproofing) can be extended to local communities and stakeholders.

● When contracting for climate resilience in new buildings, ensure that the relevant
contracts do not impose financial, time or other constraints that exacerbate the risk of
harm to workersʼ rights passing down the chain.

[Estelle s̓ Clause]
Climate Standard of
Care (Construction)

[Lunas̓ Clause] Net Zero
Aligned Construction
Modifications

[Mary s̓ Clause] JCT
Energy Efficiency and
Environmental
Obligations
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Building
management & use

Key Roles
● Occupiers
● Landlords
● Managing agents

Key documents
● Lease
● Facilities

management
agreements

● Ensure that green lease terms in leases or that climate mitigation or adaptation measures
required of tenants do not impose financial, time or other constraints that exacerbate the
risk of harm to parties least able to bear them.

[Aatmay s̓ Clause]
Sustainable and
Circular Economy
Principles in Leasing
Arrangements for
Repairs and Alterations

[Rosie s̓ Clause]
Alteration/
Improvement
Provisions in Leases to
Improve Climate/
Environmental Impact
of Buildings and Better
Use of Shared Space

[Emmas̓ Clause] Green
Residential Lease
Clauses
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9. Further reading

● ILO Guidelines for a just transition towards environmentally sustainable economies and societies for all.
● ILO s̓ Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy.
● OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.
● UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.
● COP26 Just Transition Declaration.
● Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment (LSE):

○ Financing a Just Transition.
○ From the grand to the granular: translating just transition ambitions into investor action.
○ Climate change and the just transition - a guide for investor action.

● The BSR Climate and Just Transition Nexus Report, ʻThe Business Case for Actionʼ.
● World Benchmarking Alliance Just Transition Assessment 2021.
● Justice in the transition to a low carbon economy, University of Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership

(CISL).
● KPMG, Human Rights & Climate Change A Guide For Institutional Investors.
● B Team and Just Transition Centre ITUC: Just Transition, A Business Guide.
● The Council for Inclusive Capitalism: Just Energy Transition Framework.
● ShareAction: Laying the Track: The Race to Zero – The role of investors in addressing the just transition.
● Climate Justice Alliance: Just Transition.
● Human Level: insights and summaries on just transition.
● Institute for Human Rights and Business: What is Just Transitions
● Clifford Chance LLP: Just Transitions - A White Paper on Just Transition and the Banking Sector

Just transition indicators in TCLP s̓ net zero dashboard and dra�ing checklist are drawn from:

● The Climate Action 100+ Benchmark v 1.1.
● The World Benchmarking Alliance Just Transition Assessment 2021.
● The Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment (LSE) s̓ just transition investor framework

(part of its Financing a Just Transition project).
● The Framework for Dignity in the Built Environment.
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